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.,.
A general method for studying the flow of a compressible fluid
around a closed.body has been discussed previously in part I of this
report. In the present paper application is wuie to the specific cace
inwhlch the linearized equation of state is used. For a given incom-
pressible flow ar~ucd a specific profilej a correspmding ccqressfble
flow is found. The flow at infinity remains unchanged. Detailed stud-
ies are made of the flow with circulation around a unit circle, and
velocity distributions are found for a wide range of Mach number and
angle of attack. Comparisons are made with other metLods,
INTRODUCTION
The present report ie.the continuation of a previous report by
Gelbart (reference 1) in which a general m&tlwd.for studying the flow
of a compressible fluid around a closed body Is discussed. The method
is based on finding compressible flows that correspond to given incom-
pressible flows.
Sizncethe corqressible complex potential in the general case is
not an saalytic function, the ordinary theory of analytjc functions of
a complex variable is not applicable. Howeverj in the hodograph plene
(where the variables are the velocity ~gnitude and.the direction of the
flow) the complex potential is a function of the type studied by Bers .,
and Gel%art (references2 and 3) and. termed by them “sigma-moncgenic.”
In the present report, the Conditim under which the differential
equations of a compressible flow in the hodograph plane becoms Cauchy-
Riemann equations is used. This occurs when the linearized equation of
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state is used (7 = -l). The comylex potential in the hodograph variables
is then an analytic function and the theory of functions of a complex
%ari.able1s applicable. The linearized equation of stats Is used
throughout in this report.
Emphasis is placed on th~ compressible flow with circulation around
a unit-circle. The correspondence functicm is chosen so as to yield
this flow to a very close approximation even for fairly high free-~tream
Mach numbers. The distorticm of the bcdy is vez”yslight, but, as is to
be eqected, increases for very high free-stream Mach numbers. The re-
sulting body shapes are studied for the entire rsmge of possible free--
stream Mach number, wMch for subsonic flows is from O to 1. Resulting
body shapes are also studied for different angles of attack. Finally,
velocity distributions are coqputed around the ekightly distorted unit
circle for different free-streem Mach numbers and for different angles
of attack.
Some comparisons are made with the results of Tsi.enand l?ers.
Bers~ and Tsients fomnulas turn out to be special cases of the min foz-
mula derived in thfs report. One adv.mtage gf the present method is
that it yields flows with circulation about noney?mnetrlcclosed profiles,
This work was sp~ored by and conducted with the’fin&cial- asefet-
ante of the National Advlaory Committee for Aeronautics. ~hifl Z’erOti
was submitted in July 1945.
GENERAL FLOW T3EORY
Several of the more commonly used equations governing the behavior of
fluids will be mentioned here without proof. These are relations involw
ing the quantities: velocity q, pressure p, density !3, ratio of the
specific heat at constant pressure to the specific heat at constant volume
?’, ad the velocity ofi80und a. Subscripts of zero (i.e., po, po, ao)
refer.to values of the res-pectivequantities’ata stagnation point (q = 0.).
The first fundamental relation is IWmmlli~e ectuation.which maY be















































The Mach numiber M is defined by
M=: (9)
The symbols Mm and qm refer to the velues of these respective
quantities in the free stream.
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The velocity potential @ md the strmm function w for an Lnccxw-
pressible flew eat~sfy the
the subscripts x and y
to these variables. These
that
is en analytic function of
differential equations,
(10)
denoting prtial difts~wrbiatlcznwith rs~ect
equations are the Cauchy-IWmann equa$ione, 80
Q=-#-fi* (11)
the complex variable z = x + iy. J
.
u
If instead of using the Independent varlablos x and y in the
physical plane, the independent va~iahles q and @ in the hodograph
plane aro used} whezo q is the mgnitude of the velocity and 6 ie
its direction an@e, the diffe~ential equations becmns
.
By making the chamge of variable
~
(13J “
the system (12) tecomes
which are again the Cauchy-Riemann e~ations. Thvs, in the hodograph
plane the incompressible complex potential-is aa emalytic function of




The physical and hodograph variables for an incompressible





The analogous differential equations for a compressible flow in the
physical plane are




System (1.6) is nonlinear, and no systematic mathematical treatment for
such equations exists. However, methods for a systezqatictreatment of
the solutions of equations (17) have beeridb~eloped in reference 1.
The equation analogous to equation (15) for a com@reasible flow is




Note that ~ = O.
m




choosing q = O .
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= constant, equations (20) reduce to the
a = Constantp the constant can be
P












This @lies that Y = -1. For when M is replaced by q/a, 5.%









and from relations (7) and (6),
U ( 7 ,)-lq= +.“——fi=-ql .—
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Substitution of ‘thesevalues into equation (23) gives
[-(Y -o-w(l-n~=o
[-l(y -- 1) - 2] = o
?7 = -1 (24)




and since the density is proportional to the inverse of the volume, the
volume becomes a Linear function of the pressure. This linearized equa-
tion of state will be used.throughout the rmainder of this paper.
It shouid be emphasized that no actual gas satisfies the pressure-
d.ensityrelationsh~.pdescribed by”equation (25). For actual gases, y
lies between 1 and 1.6, having a value of 1.4 for air. ‘l!hesimplifica--
tion resulting when ?’= -1, and the fact that the theory of analytic
functions of a $omp}ex variable then lecomes applicable, led Chaplygin
and later von Karman, Teien, end others to study the properties of such
a fictitious gas (references 4 to 11).
Von K&m&n (reference 7), however, showed that using the
value Y = -1 is equivalent to replacing the curve of pressure against
reciprocal density In the adiabatic case by a tangent line to that curve.
At and near the point of tangency, the fictitious gas &pproxWtes the
behavior of the actual gas. The study of the behavior of the fictitious
gas is Justified by the insight such a study gives into the solution of
the actual prcblem for subsonic flows.






P = Pofi (28)
8and it follows directly that
q. M
~1 -M’
Eqpatione (20) reduca to the Cauc~-Riemann
% ==@g
@=-*.
Thus, n= @ + iv is an analJtAc functiou of w
eq.wtione,
=e+i~+




























Upon substituting the values of ~ and & from equations (34) and







Since Q = @ + iv is an analytic function of the pomplex variablo
w=e+i~, the mapping
defines a complex potential G(~) of a co?npresslbleflow in the ~-
pl.sme,where f(~) and G(~) are analytic functions of the complex
variable ~. The region of regularity of f(~) and G(L) will be
(37)
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d~alt with later. The function f(~) will be oal.1.edthe correGpondenoe *-






After substitution of equations(38} and (39) into eq~tl~ (36)) it
folloliathat
K r i ~>wG?(~)d~z =— ‘wG~&)d~-—2., e ?X.”J
so that
(40)
If G(~) represents the flow aroundagiven closed body In the ~-
plane, equation (~) will mp that flow into the z-plane. The corre-
spondence function f’(~) till be chosen @ such a way that the flow in
the z–plane will be eesentiall.yaround the same profile as in the ~-
plane.
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desirable that the correspondence should not alter the flow at
At itiinity, e.0~e3=l. An examination of equation
that the cond$tion for the flow to remain unchanged at infinity
G*(C) is regular and different from
-i?~:m!!”:: ~ is to exist and be different from




zero at infinity and if
zero, the most general
1“fc(~) = _ ~n-# bo+O (45)
.’
n=o
~ = reix (46)
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It Is deeirable to obtala the intqyrtit in the rigkkkand, side of
1





= 11 A&.r Br ~-
n=o r=o !?









0 =bl Bo+bo B1
o =b2Bo+b1B1+bo B2
l *.. .*.
..*. l ,.. . ..*











b. o 0 0 l . . o Q o








b~ b= bl b. . ..0 0 0 0 0
l ***9 l *9*. l .*.* .*
. . . . . . ..0. .* *.* l .
bn-3~4~.6~+. .. blbo OOO
bnabnabn-4bn-***bz b= boOO
bml b bn-a n-3 hp . . . ~b=bz~O
b %--1 %-a %-a l l “ b4 b3 ba bl 0
14









+ Co(-ix) + Y C= ~ em
n=—i.
dosed contour in the @@zle Is
a closed contour in the z+.arm,
predetermines
A
to be xapped by equation (55)
bl -.Co=o









N= b-l+ b=logr+co log r
Under the con~tion of equation (56)
)
n=l
TEE XLOW AROUND A CIRCIX
The exsmple of a compressible flaw that will be
detail is the flow with clroulation around a circle.






In determining the correspondence that will gl~e the compressible
flow around a unit circle, the complex potential fun-on chosen is that
of m incompressible flow with circulation ~ound a circle of radius R
In the ~=plzme, namely,
(59)
where I’ is the circulation. Stagnation points occur where Gr(~) =0
(equation (43)).
(60)
If ~ = Reih,





Let there be stagnation points at A = a,” X = l&)O - a. Then,
.
(&l)
Thus, fixi~ the circulatbn fixes the stagmt :on ~ointe and hence
the angle of attack.





The equation of a unit circle is ~ = eik. If equation (581 is to
approximate such a circle, the sum of the coefficients of the e ‘-te~e
should equal 1 and the coefficients of the other terms should approxl~te
zero. Ths_f&t step in achieving this end is to set the coefficients of






















of the coefficients of the eIk-temns may be made equal to 1
so that
boR+C1~=l (68)
Also the e-ih–term may be eliminated entirely by fixing bz so tl?at
b2 ‘
-~+C--=R=O
Then equation (67) becomes





In this equation IV is
the shape of the body. ‘I’he
tlux ofore the resulting body
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a translation constant that dces not affect
Cn coefficients are show~ to be small and
*
shape is essentially a cirG13.
It will he shown later that all.the odd Cn coefficients ero real





where the conatant N is chosen tirmake tho absolute value of- z vhen
A= $@ equal to the absolute value of z when k = 270°,
N= fJ2-C4+””C6 --IJF+.. . (72)
g
and N is pure imaginary. The resulti~ body is symmetric with respect
.—
to the y-axis.
After the circulation is fixed to give a desired angle o~ttack by























A~=q :-(4si# cL +2)
(76)
ALSO, shoe bn = 0, n >2, the ~~tio~ for Bn as gi~renh
equatio- (51) to (53) beco~
Bo=+
o
B= = - ~ (b@o)
o
B2=- + b~o + b@l)
(78)






Bn. - + (b&&2 + bl~-1), n> 1
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In determinant form,
boO O . 00 0 0 0 0 1
blb O . 00 0 0 0 0 0
bablbo . 00 0 0 0 ~ O
0 bzbl l 00 0 0 0 0 0






000. 000 be 31” %& o
0 0 0 . 00 0 “o b2 bl O





-1 ‘+r (n - r)1 bln-2r bzr
——
—
r!(n - 2r)! ~o~fi~P:o









The filgst two L-terms as Riven by equations (“{6) -d (77) ~
u .-
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Equation (69) is now used to determine b2:
.







The qyantity bl must be pure imaginary. Therefore,
cl = -b=
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mnaer equation (68) is ueed to evaluate R, the reml%
expression may be reduced to
R.
ba
1- M2 sin2 a
.
It Is interesting to note that all odd I&terms and all e~en Cn-
terms are pure imginary, whereas all even Bn-4ams and QIJ. odd. &
terms are r~al; also, that when a = 0°, cormeaponding to a zero angle of —
Equation (42) is used to
spondi~ to any value of L.
detm’mine the veloclt~on the body corrs-
The velocity is limited by the restriction
IIE!X!J’<4f’ (()
When equation (&) is substituted .into equation (60),
= (lm(l - 2i sin a e-ik - e-2iX)
[
‘qml -2f3inasinh-cos2h
+ i(-2 sin a Coe k + sin 2A)
1










ii (~coEIL- )~ sin 2LiR R* .





By substituting.from eq’uat:.on-(%) ~d
qm(l - sin a) < “bQ+
.
qm (1 – lr--z( )smd<-~~l+-q=+l
.










For a given M@
attack.
zero angle of attac.kj M ~ my vaq between O
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COMPARISON WTEi ‘1’SIEN KLZ’310D
.
The equation derived by !l%ien,refereuce 5, in tho notation of the
present paper, is
(93)
Thus it is seen that Tsienrs equation is a“specf.alcase ot that used in
tho present report where
Tsients equation alters the velocity of the Tlcw et Infinity, 01*the free-
stream velocity, but this is relatively unimportemt since the amunt of
the change is readily determined. However, since Ti3ien~seql~ticn has no
bl term, it cannot be used to stu~v flows with circulation. In Tsienrs









In order to have Tslents equation give as nearly circular a~ody as possl”-
..—
ble, let-





+i [(1 + ~ q2@R) 1 2Rsin3Aatih+~~ 1 (96)
Syracuse University,
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600 ] ()-w
~
o.dk72 o.97q I &Jclo I 6.0137 O.*
I I I
~o 0.2447 0.9= O.%@ 75.* W639 0.9922
I





TABLE XV.- DIS~RTIOIQ @’ PROFIIE FRtXf CIRCLE BY TSIE.NW MRCEOD [ilm = 0.7]
I \
.
A x Y /s/ al?g s




400 0.3075 -1.0661 1.1097 -73.9”
.45. OOW92 -0.9250 1.0464 -62.1”
.300 0.6659 -0.6926 o.g60g .46,10





150 0.7971 0.3731 o.8gol 25.1” -
300 006659 0.6926 o.960a “~clo
~o o, M92 0.9250 1.0464 62.1o
&)o 0.3075 1.0661 1.2097 73.9°
75° 0 l 1445 1.1347 1,1439 g2.70
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Figure 8 .- Maoh number aa a funotlon of the argument z. & . 0.3.
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~igure 10.- 8hape of ~zof~le.MOJ= 0.7; a= CP.
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